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Where to Find the Best Court Reporters in Austin 
 
An attorney looking for the best Austin court reporters has a lot of options to choose from. The role that a court 
reporter plays is extremely important, as their skill in transcribing testimony during depositions and other 
proceedings goes a long way in determining how well an attorney represents their client's interests.  
 

Log On! 
With the widespread use of the internet, almost every Austin court reporter and litigation support firm out there 
has a website set up to promote their services. By starting out with a targeted search term like "Austin court 
reporters" or "court reporting services in Austin," an attorney can establish a large list of potential candidates to 
choose from. From that point, it is just a matter of determining which Austin court reporting firm is the best fit.  
 

Due Diligence 
Once an attorney has their initial search list ready, it becomes time to start making calls and asking questions. 
By speaking with other attorneys whose opinion is trusted, a number of court reporting candidates can be 
highlighted for additional scrutiny during an attorney's due diligence. A few of the areas that an attorney should 
consider digging into for each deposition services firm on the list are: 
  

 How Well Do They Communicate?: The most important skill set that a good court reporter can have 
is the ability to communicate. This is crucial to the process of transcribing depositions, and if the firm 
isn't able to communicate well with you on the phone, how well can you expect their court reporters to 
communicate during depositions? 

 

 Experience and Certifications: Another important area for an attorney to consider is the experience of 
the court reporter; not only in general, but in the specific area required by the attorney. Ask questions 
that specifically point to how much experience they have in relevant industries or cases. Checking any 
and all references that are provided helps as well. By verifying any industry certifications provided by 
the court reporter, an attorney can get a good feel for their skill level. 

 

 Services and Technology: As the field of court reporting has evolved through new technology, it 
becomes even more important to work with a litigation services firm that can provide industry-leading 
technology. Can they provide legal video services? Internet deposition streaming? Do they have an 
online transcript repository available? Will you receive your transcripts on a CD, or a state-of-the-art 
reusable USB flash drive?  

 

 Wherever, Whenever: Does the Austin litigation support firm provide court reporting services solely in 
Austin? Or do they have offices in multiple Texas cities? Will they be able to meet the scheduling 
considerations?  

 
Finding the best Austin court reporting services can take a little bit of work, but by organizing your search using 
the criteria noted above, an attorney can be assured that they will make the best choice. Attorneys who take 
the time to verify credentials, referrals and other bonafides that are provided are far more likely to end up with 
court reporters that are a perfect fit for their needs. 
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